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Abstract

Ever since people started to become aware of the value of information, they have been conscious about the underlying security issues. Reliance on the Internet as a medium of communication to exchange and share information has become prevalent. Electronic health (or e-health) uses the Internet to enhance healthcare service deliveries. Current practices in e-health involve applications that support online communication such as videoconferencing sessions, electronic mails, web-based applications, and also software applications used with mobile devices. Remote patients and medical staff communicate and exchange messages regarding e-health issues such as patient consultations, diagnosis, and appointment requests. Medical staff can also monitor patients remotely.

However, while the Internet greatly facilitates and enhances these services, significant threats also come in parallel. Network attacks, information privacy/sensitivity breaches, and malicious software, which involve programs that are purposely created to perform illegal operations (such as viruses and worms) on a computer system, are common types of threats to Internet communication. These threats can cause severe damage to computer systems as well as to the information. The information might be stolen or modified or even eavesdropped on and all these may cause undesirable consequences. Therefore, it is imperative that online communication is secure.

Using these problems as motivation, we proposed a security framework, which caters for the security needs for online communication between two nodes which may have similar or dissimilar communicating environments. We introduce a Multilayer Communication approach (MLC) that improves efficiency, security, and robustness by classifying communication between different categories of users into five different layers based on requirements: Layer 1 to Layer 5, namely Extremely Sensitive, Highly Sensitive, Medium Sensitive, Low Sensitive and No Sensitive Data. This classification is based on the different sensitivity of the information being exchanged during communication. For example, Extremely Sensitive communication involves exchanging extremely sensitive information.

E-health security was the motivating problem. The various categories of users in e-health are identified, so that we can determine the sensitivity level of the information that may be exchanged between the users. Then the layer of the communication (Layer 1 to Layer 5) is
determined, to find the most suitable security mechanisms that should be applied to the communication. Data security and/or channel security are provided at each layer depending on the sensitivity of the data. Highest security mechanisms are applied to the extremely sensitive information, while low security mechanisms are applied to the low sensitive information. Cryptography protocols such as encryption/decryption, digital signature, and hash function are used and applied on the data, while secure socket layer (SSL/TLS) is used to secure the communication channel.

A novel multi-agent system architecture is developed to cater for the security processes to secure the communications at the various levels conceptualised at each layer. The agents are skilled with the knowledge to cater for the relevant security processes. Mobile agents are used as supporting tools to carry sensitive data from the Sender’s side to the Recipient’s side. Cryptographic protocols are used to secure the data as well as the mobile agent code, which provide mechanisms to verify the authenticity, confidentiality and the integrity of data, and decipher the data and code received by the recipient nodes. Here, appropriate MLC is identified and used real time when selecting the security protocols.

Experiments have been conducted on the proof-of-concept and tested using the Jade platform. The performance of each layer in MLC is investigated and we concluded that Layer 1 has the highest overhead compared to the other layers due to the highest security overheads applied in this layer based on the level of security requirements. Results also showed that agents incur a higher cost compared to the traditional method but these costs are largely due to communication requirements. However, the proposed architecture gives a much better control on security to the initiator for the end-to-end channels. The recipient nodes do assume any security control unlike most existing communicating nodes on networks. The proposed novel model contributes significantly to research in security for a class of problems that have distributed IT solutions over data networks. The e-Health problem was the motivating problem for the research. Its characteristic needs were adequately addressed by the model with increased robustness in security and improvement in efficiency.

*Keywords:* security, mobile agent, multi-agent system, e-health.
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